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Abstract. In this paper, we present a pipeline for combining graphical rendering through an impostor-based level of detail (LOD) technique
with audio rendering of an environment sound at different LODs. Two
experiments were designed to investigate how parameters used to control
the impostors and an additional audio modality can impact the visual
detection of artifacts produced by the impostor-based LOD rendering
technique. Results show that in general, simple stereo sound hardly impact the perception of image artifacts such as graphical discontinuities.
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Introduction

Cross-modal dependency deals with the role of sensory perceptions (e.g., vision,
audio, etc.) and their combinations for generating and improving the multimodal perception of virtual environments. Major works on user perception for
interactive applications have been done on spatialized sound rendering [2][5], auditory facilitation on visual modality [4][3], and audio-visual rendering driven by
crossmodal perception[1]. These works have confirmed that a multi-modal virtual environment able to synchronize efficiently the audio and visual renderings
can provide users with an enhanced visual perception of the virtual environment.
In this paper, we are also interested to evaluate to what extent the audio
modality can compensate imperfections in the visual modality. Our purpose is
to consider these issues from another point of view, i.e., to investigate whether
the audio modality can impact the perception of visual artifacts due to the
perspective distortion of a 2D image onto which are projected the 3D geometry.
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Implementation of Audio-Graphical Rendering

In our graphical implementation, we design a real time impostor-based method
at five LODs for representing a tree in the clipping volume (frustum). LOD1 is
detailed geometric rendering. LOD2 to LOD5 are impostor-based rendering. The
selection of LOD is controlled by distance as the selection factor. Once the tree
reaches an area corresponding to a different value of LOD selection factor, we
use a detailed rendering of the tree and we take snapshots of different sub-parts
of rendered tree according to the selected LOD. The snapshots (impostors) will
then be used to construct the whole tree during the following steps/frames as
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long as the tree remains in the same value of LOD selection factor. For LOD2,
the branches of terminal level of tree are rendered through impostors instead of
detailed geometry; and for LOD3, the branches of the last two levels of tree are
rendered through impostors (see Fig.1), and so on. As was expected, the impostors produce visual artifacts, mostly graphical discontinuities in our case. The
perception of this kind of visual artifacts depends on human vision capacities.

Fig. 1. Left snapshot is the LOD2; right snapshot is the LOD3.

In our case, only a recorded sound and its impact on the perceived image
quality are considered as audio rendering to be combined with graphical rendering. So, sound is rendered in a non-realistic manner through stereo and level
defined by the distance between 3D graphical object and the viewer. The 3D
static graphical tree is accompanied by a continuous stereo sound simulation of
a tree in the wind. The stereo sound volume changes according to the user’s
motion in the scene.
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Experiment Design

The discontinuity artifacts obviously depend on the parameters that control the
impostor rendering such as distance and and angle of view. We have designed
two experiments: the first experiment is to illustrate how the parameters impact
the perception of visual artifacts, and the second experiment is to test if an
additional audio modality will impact the perception of visual artifacts.
Since the purpose is the perception of artifacts in the rendered image, the
experiments are designed as a test of perception of image quality. Thus, the subjects are required to observe the rendered images instead of blindly navigating in
the scene. Besides, since we purposely only present static scenes, the experiment
of additional audio modality is also performed by the observation of the same
rendered images but combined with stereo sound.
Twenty subjects participated in the experiment and each was presented with
two series of snapshots captured from the renderings of the same 3D audio-visual
tree scene at different LODs varying from LOD2 to LOD5. The snapshots were
captured at ten different angles of view for every LOD. Each LOD snapshot has
a reference twin tree snapshot with full geometry, i.e., this tree has the same view
but is rendered in full detail. The pairs of snapshots with and without LOD are
selected randomly in the first series of snapshots, we test if and when the subjects
distinguish the impostor and full detail rendering by perceiving visual artifacts.
The second series of snapshots are the same as the first but are accompanied by
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stereo sound simulation with different volume based on the distance to viewer.
After observing each snapshot, the subjects had to score the level of perception
of visual artifacts ranging from 1 to 5, in which ’1’ and ’5’ refer to the highest
(i.e., obvious visual artifacts) and lowest (i.e., no perception of visual artifacts)
levels, respectively.
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Statistical Analysis of Experiment

We applied statistical method on the score data for analyzing the two similarities
firstly between impostor-based rendering and full detail rendering and secondly
between impostor-based rendering with sound and without sound.
4.1

Analysis for Perception of Visual Artifact in One Modality

We performed analysis of variance (ANOVA) for every view angle on similarity between impostor (with LOD/impostor) and reference (noLOD/withoutimpostor) as within subject factors. When P -value of ANOVA approaches to
1, there is a great similarity between impostor-based rendering (LOD) and full
detail rendering (noLOD).
After the ANOVA, we get the table of P -value about every angle of view of
impostor. To summarize, the results show that:
1.
2.
3.
4.

For
For
For
For

LOD2,
LOD3,
LOD4,
LOD5,

P
P
P
P

> 0.9
> 0.9
> 0.9
= 1.0

when angle of view is smaller than approx. 7◦ ;
when angle of view is smaller than approx. 2◦ ;
when angle of view is smaller than approx. 5◦ ;
with all the angle of view.

We conclude that subjects cannot notice the difference between LOD and
noLOD for LOD5; and for LOD2, LOD3 and LOD4, subjects observe the visual
artifacts when the angle of view exceeds threshold of 7◦ , 2◦ and 5◦ for LOD2,
LOD3 and LOD4, respectively. We deduce that under certain thresholds of angle
of view and distance, the discontinuity artifacts cannot be noticed by human
vision. Besides, these two parameters can be manipulated for controlling LOD
selection in real time rendering.
4.2

Analysis for Perception of Visual Artifact with Audio-Graphical
Effect

Here, we performed one analysis of variance on similarity between all impostors without sound and with sound as within subject factors. The result of this
ANOVA is that P -value = 0.76172 for all data, which means that in general
subjects cannot perceive the difference between the snapshot of impostors with
sound and without sound. In other words, the stereo sound simulation does not
obviously impact the perception of visual artifacts.
We give a supplementary figure about average scores (see Fig. 2). From this
figure, we can see that the average scores slightly decrease from snapshots with
sound to snapshots without sound for LOD2 (Dist1) and for LOD3 (Dist2),
and slightly increase from snapshots with sound to snapshots without sound for
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LOD5 (Dist4). Based on the first analysis on LOD2 and LOD3 in the previous section, we analyzed that an additional stereo sound will somehow slightly
aggravate the feeling of perception of visual artifacts; conversely, users do not
notice the visual artifacts caused by impostors at all for LOD5, therefore sound
simulation slightly improves the quality of visual perception.

Fig. 2. The average scores for LOD2 to LOD5 with and without sound
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Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has investigated the impact of audio modality on visual perception
of artifacts. The experiments show that simple stereo sound hardly impact the
perception of image discontinuity artifacts. However, there is a tendency that
sound enhances the visual perception when there is no image artifact perceived
and on the other hand, sound slightly aggravates the perception sense of defects
when the image artifacts have been perceived. The restriction to only one type
of discontinuity artifacts might be a reason that sound does not help reducing
the visual perception of artifacts. In the future, we will consider different type
of artifacts and integrate graphical rendering with a realistic spatialized sound.
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